The Influence of D-Asparagine on the Glial Cicatrix Formation in Experimental Spinal Stroke
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Abstract: The effect of D-asparagine administered exogenously on the glial cicatrix formation was studied in experimental spinal stroke model in rats, which was conducted by photothrombosis of vessels in thoracic spinal cord. The experiments were carried out on three groups of animals: group №1 (n = 20) which was a control group; №2 group (n = 20) which included rats with spinal stroke model; group №3 (n = 20) included rats with spinal stroke model that D-Asparagine was administered from 3rd to 6th day of the experiment, with the dosage 21.7 mg/kg for the course of treatment. According to the analysis results of spinal cord micropreparations it is obvious that the density of cell distribution in the spinal cord slices in rats of group №3 (D-asparagine with the dosage 21,7 mg/kg for the course of treatment) is three times lower in comparison with the same index of the rats from group №2 (without D-asparagine), (p≤0,01). Thus, the density of cell distribution in photothrombosis lesions of spinal cord vessels on micropreparations from group №3 (D-asparagine with the dosage 21, 7 mg/kg for the course of treatment) is close to the value from group №1 (control), which means that statistically significant differences between the amount of cells in group №1 (control) and group №3 (administered by D-asparagine) have not been identified (p≥0, 01).
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1. Introduction

Acute spinal cord injury is one of the most actual problems of modern medicine, which is caused by serious neurological disorders, great number of complications accompanied by the damage of spinal cord and extremely low rehabilitation capacity, which leads to the high level of disability in these patients [3]. A key reason for poor prognosis (in terms of the recovery of neurological deficit) in patients with acute spinal cord injury is the formation of glial cicatrix in the area of spinal cord lesion [1, 2]. Glial cicatrix is both a mechanical and molecular (the synthesis of substances which inhibit the growth of axons) barrier for sprouting of axons distal to the lesion [1, 2].

The development of medicines able to inhibit the formation of glial cicatrix is the most perspective direction of modern medical science, due to the fact that these medications are able to enhance the rehabilitation capacity of this category of patients [1, 2]. D-asparagine was suggested as a means capable to inhibit glial proliferation in the photothrombosis lesion [6].

D-asparagine is produced in mammals in small quantities which have a range of physiological effects, and therefore, systems of neutralization are well developed in mature cells [10]. At the same time it is known that the deficiency of D-asparagine racemase causes inhibition of proliferation of immature cells [6, 10].

Antiproliferative effects of D-asparagine can be compared with the effects of cytotoxic therapy, but unlike cytostatic agents severe side effects have not been identified when using D-asparagine [5].
The AIM of this research is to study the influence of D-Asparagine on glial transformation of spinal cord in the experiment in rats with the model of spinal stroke.

2. Materials and Methods

The study was carried out in the laboratory of the Department of general and clinical pathophysiology at Kuban state medical university. The experiments were carried out on 60 white male rats with average weight 346 ± 75gr. Animal housing and experiments were done according with the requirements of Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation dated from 04.01.2016 №199, as well as with international rules «Guide for the care and use of the laboratory animals».

Groups characteristics: group №1 included 20 (control) rats, whose spinal cord was used as a control sample; group №2 (compared) included 20 rats which were exposed to photothrombosis of vessels of thoracic spinal cord; group №3: (experimental) included 20 rats which were exposed to spinal stroke and were treated by D-Asparagine from the 3rd to the 6th day of the experiment. Euthanasia and extraction of the injured part of spinal cord in rats were made on the 17th day of the experiment.

Intravenous injection (into tail veins) with 0.5% D-asparagine solution made on water for injections were administered to rats from group №3. Course dose of D-asparagine was 21.7 mg/kg.

The modeling of spinal stroke was carried out in accordance with the modified method by M. Von Euler by photothrombosis of vessels of thoracic spinal cord with the laser (wavelength 514 nm). Erythrosine was used as photosensitizer; tranexamic acid was used to inhibit fibrinolysis [6, 9]. During the operation zoletil-xylazine anesthesia was applied [4].

Rats were euthanized on 17th day of the experiment. Sampling of spinal cord was made by its ejection with PBS introduced through the cannula of the syringe 10 ml, inserted in the lumbar spine [7]. After removing spinal cord tissues were fixed in zinc-formalin retainer with zinc sulfate [8]. Then the produced samples were immersed into different kinds of isopropanol-mineral oil, with subsequent embedding with paraffin wax. The paraffin blocks were sliced by microtome MPS-2(USSR) with the thickness of 10 micron. Micropreparations were colored with hematoxylin – eosin.

For taking photographs of micropreparations microscope «Mikmed-5» (Russia) and eyepiece camera Levenhuk-230 (USA) were used. Photo editor GIMP2 was used to analyze samples. Using the tool "grid" the amount of cells was counted. Grid cells were preliminary calibrated with the help of micrometer.

The processing of statistical data obtained was carried out with the help of software «Statistica 10 version» made by Stat Soft Inc. After the statistical processing the obtained results were expressed with the help of median (Me) using the 75 and 25 percentiles (p25 and p75). Also the confidence interval 95 was determined. The Shapiro-Wilk criterium was applied to test hypothesis about Gaussian distribution parameters in the studied groups. Due to the fact that the distribution of the values of parameters in the studied groups were different from normal, their comparison was carried out using non-parametric criterium by Kolmogorov-Smirnov, with the level of significance * p≤0,05.

3. The Results

Death of animals during the experiment has not been reported. While examining the micropreparations of spinal cord taken from rats in group №1 (control), longitudinal fascicles of conducting tracts can clearly be seen in the area of incision. (Figure 1, 2).

![Figure 1. Pathways to a longitudinal spinal cord sections, the X100. Coloring was performed with hematoxylin – eosin.](image1)

![Figure 2. The nuclei of oligodendrocytes in the longitudinal spinal cord sections, X400. Coloring was performed with hematoxylin – eosin.](image2)

The phenomena of distinct spinal cord glial transformation were observed on micropreparations of longitudinal fascicles taken from group of rats №2 on the 17th day after the spinal stroke (without D-asparagine). The large cell nests of glial cells (presumably astrocytes) which form honeycomb structures were seen in area of photothrombosis of vessels of thoracic spinal cord. (Figure 3 and 4).

The phenomena of distinct spinal cord glial transformation were observed on micropreparations of longitudinal fascicles of conducting tracts taken from group of rats №2 on the 17th day after the spinal stroke (without D-asparagine). The large cell nests of glial cells (presumably astrocytes) which form honeycomb structures were seen in area of conduction tracts. It testifies to the process of glial cicatrix formation in the area of photothrombosis of vessels of thoracic spinal cord. (Figure 3 and 4).

When comparing the cell amount in micropreparations in the area of photothrombosis of vessels of thoracic spinal cord taken from the groups №1 and №2, it was found out that the amount of glial cells had more than tripled (p≤ 0.001) in...
group №2 by the 17th day from the beginning of experiment (without usage of D-asparagine) which testified to the active process of glial transformation in the photothrombosis area “table 1”.

Table 1. The amount of cells in the photothrombosis area of vessels in thoracic spinal cord on the 17th day of the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group #1 (control)</th>
<th>Group #2 (comparison)</th>
<th>Group #3 (experimental)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Me</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI, 95</td>
<td>2,9-5,3</td>
<td>7,7-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolmogorov criterium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>p≤0,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smirnov criterium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A small focus of gliosis was observed on micropreparations of longitudinal fascicles of conducting tracts taken from group №3 on the 17th day after the spinal stroke (D-asparagine used in the course dose 21,7 mg/kg) At the same time in the area of photothrombosis of vessels of thoracic spinal cord much smaller amount of glial cells could be seen in comparison with the micropreparations from the group №2 (without usage D-asparagine), only individual traced axons passing through the area glial cicatrix can be seen which testified to the effectiveness D-asparagine (Figure 5, 6).

When comparing the amount of cells on micropreparations in the area of photothrombosis of vessels in thoracic spinal cord from group №2 (without usage of D-asparagine) and group №3 (D-asparagine used in the course dose 21,7 mg/kg), considerable differences are seen. The density of glial cell distribution in the area of photothrombosis in micropreparations from group №3 (D-asparagine used in the course dose 21,7 mg/kg) is three-times lower (p≤ 0.01) in comparison with the same index from group №2 (without usage of D-asparagine). Thus, the density of cell distribution in micropreparations from group №3 (D-asparagine used in the course dose 21,7 mg/kg) is close to the value obtained in group №1 (control). There are no statistically significant differences between the amount of cells in group №1 (control) and group №3 (D-asparagine used in the course dose 21,7 mg/kg) (p≥0, 01).
4. Conclusions

In case of using erythrosine (as a photo-sensitizer) and tranexamic acid (as fibrinolysis inhibitor) together thoracic spinal cord vascular photothrombosis made by laser (wavelength 514 nm) on the 17th day from the beginning of the experiment can lead to severe glial transformation in the involved area of spinal cord. Intravenous administration of 0.5% solution of D-asparagine in the course dose of 21.7 mg/kg, from 3rd to 6th days from the beginning of the experimental spinal stroke is accompanied by significantly less severe process of glial transformation, according to histological examination of micropreparations of spinal cord carried out on the 17th day of the experiment. Therefore, further study of D-asparagine is prospective since it can significantly increase the rehabilitation capacity in patients with acute spinal cord injury.
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